How to Use
IITian’s PACE Digital Learning Platform


Click on Login button if you are an enrolled student.
Step 2- Enter your email and password sent to you.

Step 3- Landing page – Dashboard – See your performance, last attempted tests, upcoming tests etc.
**Step 4** - Click on Library - 1st tab in library is assessments/tests
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**Step 5** – Click on any topic to explore different topics.
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**Step 6** – Click on any topic to see topic wise tests.

**Step 7** - Click on take test to attempt a test. You can submit a test and see where you stand among peers.
Step 8 – Go back to Library Tab and Click on Books within library tab. This tab will have all the eBooks and Video lectures.

Step 9 – Click on any subject to see topic wise books.
Step 10- Click on any lecture Books to see all the videos on that topic.

Step 11 – Click on any book to read it. See Table of content in left. Content in center and related videos, notes, tests in the tabs on right side.
Step 12 – Select a text in book and click right to add note, see meaning and to search in google.

Step 13 – Add and Share note with your friends by tagging friends (use @), also use hashtag # to trend a popular topics.
Step 14 - Click on the 3rd tab on the right side of reader to see practise tests on that particular topic.

Step 15 – 3rd Tab in Library is Repository – which will store all the useful documents other than course books.
Step 16- Click on Discussions to see latest notes, discussions from your friends and teachers. All the notes shared from eBooks will also appear here in discussion.